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what attributes do you associate 
with these brands

and why does it matter to interaction design?
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BRAND ≠ LOGO



brand perception



A brand is  
not what  
YOU  

say it is.



A brand  
is what  

THEY  
say it is.



exercise:

Recall a recent experience that was positive - it could be a website, a 

mobile application, a restaurant or coffee shop, a trip, a vacation. 

What about the experience made it positive? 

What was negative? 

Jot down all the things that made you remember this and encourages 

you to interact with that company’s product or service again.



a model of brand

from hugh dubberly, 2001



































































elements of a brand



brand story

The parts Customer asks Customer really thinks

POSITIONING “How are you useful to me?” WHY should I buy from you?

PROMISE “What do you promise to do for me?” Why SHOULD I buy from you?

PERSONAS “What do I need/want from you?” Why should I buy from you?

PRODUCT “What will you offer, over time?” Why should I BUY from you?

PERSONALITY “Who are you?” Why should I buy from YOU?

PRICING “How much is this going to cost me?” Why should I BUY from you?



Which one would you give your credit card to?

A B



Which one succeeds at being elegant?

A B



Which form is less likely to have errors?

A B



Consider all the 
touchpoints. 
They should look 
like the same 
family.



Consider all the touchpoints. They should look like the same family.

Voice & Audio-scape (tones, alerts, 
sounds, haptic feedback) too

 PRO-TIP



brand symbols

logo 
color palette 
typography 
iconography 
imagery / photography 
mocks 
language (copy) 



identify the company



MeetUp Pandora Amazon Yahoo Evernote

Path Twitter Swarm Dropbox Vine

AirBnB Facebook Munchery Etsy Apple

Yelp Waze Lyft SnapChat Uber



identify the company



identify the company

MailChimp HipMunk Twitter

SnapChat Mozilla Android



identify the company

Greetings

Greetings Greetings Greetings



identify the company

Apple Disney Instagram

Google - Android Facebook
FlipBoard



defining your brand personality





vs.



vs
vs.

vs.





brand personality drivers

Perception Behavior Performance



5 dimensions of brand personality

Sincerity

Excitement

Competence

Sophistication

Ruggedness

Brand Personality

daring 

spirited 

imaginative 

up-to-date

reliable 

intelligent 

successful

upper class 

charming

outdoorsy 

tough

core dimensions facets

from Jennifer L. Aaker

domestic 

honest 

genuine 

cheerful



exercise  
brand personality

List 5-7 traits that best describe your brand along with a trait 

that you want to avoid. This will help those designing and 

writing for this design persona create a consistent personality 

while avoiding the traits that would take your brand in the 

wrong direction. 

For example: 

FUN but not childish 

FUNNY but not goofy 

POWERFUL but not complicated 

HIP but not alienating



FRIENDLY

UN
FR
IE
ND
LY

DOMINANT

SUBMISSIVE

exercise  
brand personality map

time:  

10 minutes

Plot your desired brand personality on the map.



exercise  
brand personality

If your brand could talk, how would they speak?  

What sorts of things would they say?  

Would they speak with a folksy vernacular or a refined, erudite clip?  

Describe the specific aspects of your brands voice, and how it might 

change in various communication situations.  

People change their language and tone to fit the situation, and 

so should the voice of your brand. 

Think about what your brand’s tastes might be like or what kind of city they might 

be. Who would they hang out with? Who would they avoid?



BRAND PERSONALITY

NAME OF BRAND DESCRIPTION OF BRAND

YOUR BRAND HATES:

YOUR BRAND LOVES:

THE CITY IS YOUR BRAND LIKE:

YOUR BRAND’S FAVORITE MEAL/DRINK:

A PERFECT SATURDAY NIGHT FOR YOUR BRAND:

WHAT OTHER BRANDS WOULD YOUR BRAND HANG OUT WITH?

WHAT OTHER BRANDS WOULD YOUR BRAND NOT HANG OUT WITH?

HOW WOULD YOUR BRAND SAY HELLO? HOW WOULD YOUR BRAND APOLOGIZE?

HOW WOULD YOUR BRAND SAY YOU MADE A MISTAKE? HOW WOULD YOUR BRAND EXPRESS EXCITEMENT?

HOW WOULD YOUR BRAND EXPRESS GRATITUDE? HOW WOULD YOUR BRAND ASK QUESTIONS?

HOW WOULD YOUR BRAND GREET SOMEONE NEW? HOW WOULD YOUR BRAND GREET AN OLD FRIEND?



mood boards



what are they?









BOLD
DIRECT

visual language

large colored backgrounds
pops of punchy colors

some reversed type
circular buttons and icons
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lets make moodboards 

1. take 1 piece of paper as your base 
2. using the magazines: 

find images 
find color swatches 
find text samples 
find words 
that map to your idea of your company personality 

3.  paste the images onto the paper 
4. you will finish the moodboard digitally, using this as a starter 

(so take photos along the way)



homework  
brand personality

Moodboards 

1. Take photos of your moodboard started in class.  

2. Finish your moodboard in Photoshop. 
 
Competitive audit 

3. Looking at the competition for your product, what brand personality traits do they each have and how are they 

different than yours. 

4. Plot the personality map for at least 2 of the competitors and jot down your interpretation of their personality based 

on the exercises done in class. 
 
Refine Your Brand 

5. Using the brand personality started in class and the moodboard, create a color palette and select type faces that 

reflect that personality.  
Consider how the personality will be manifested.  

6. Create a second palette and selection of type faces. How does this change the perception of the brand personality? 
 
BE PREPARED to discuss next week


